
  

Goals: 1.  Keeping in touch through e-mails, newsletters, phone calls, and visits. 
            2.  To be available to answer questions. 
            3.  To celebrate something special and to offer assistance. 
            4.  To be a liaison between TSO and Area 12 chapters. 
            5.  Challenge chapters to use Recruitment Plan to increase membership. 
    
 

Accomplishments and activities related goals: 

1.  I was able to visit four chapters that have lost members. I presented the Recruitment Plan 

to each of these chapters. I encouraged these chapters to use this plan to recruit new 

members. 

2. Through e-mails information was sent to each chapter president from TSO officers and /or 

committee chairs. With the event of Hurricane Harvey in South Texas I was in touch with 

each chapter president many times encouraging them to give to the member to member 

plan and the campus helping hands plan. I was able to answer questions that were asked 

about these two plans 

3. I was able to attend the Lubbock Christmas Tea sponsored by a Lubbock chapter and 

encouraged each member present to attend the Waco Convention and Austin International 

Convention. All chapters of the area were invited but all couldn’t attend. 

4. I have visited four chapters with one or two more coming up in April and Founder’s Day in 

May with Lubbock chapters and any other chapters in the area that are able to attend. 

5. I conducted an area planning meeting with seven presidents, treasurer for workshop, and 

six state committee members to plan for our area 12 workshop. 

 

Suggestions to Chapters: 
1. I know it is hard to find new members and it will take time, so don’t give up keep trying. 

Continue to use the Recruitment Plan by filling out the prospect cards. I will be available to 
help with membership or anything else that comes up. 

2. Encourage chapter members to attend area workshops, state convention, international 
convention and regional conferences. Get your members in all aspects of DKG. 

3. Apply for ASTEF grants and TSO scholarships. Need funds for a project be sure to try to get an  
ASTEF grant. 

4. Apply for Leadership Seminar to be held in 2019. 
5. Involve as many members as possible at each chapter meeting. Keep them busy and they will 

more than likely stay. 
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